Computer Breakdown Pre-registration to be Held Again

It was discovered last night that a computer breakdown had "jumbled" this year's pre-registration information meaning that the program will have to be run next week. Although this unexpected turn of events was not anticipated by the Registrar's Office, they feel they will be able to run the program successfully with no problems.

Much to the dismay of many, the computer problem will cause hundreds of students to again wait in lines and face the hassles of this traditional process. The problem with the computer occurred when a group of fun-loving gnu's broke into the computer center and knocked the unit out of wack. The ARCHWAY rushed to the scene since there was big guns.

This malfunction caused all the records of students who had registered from Monday to Wednesday to be lost. In order to correct the situation, the machine was repacked with guano and energized. When attempting to recall the schedules, the computer burped loudly, then mumbled something about losing its head (and memory) when attacked by the gnu's.

The only solution is to run the program again. Students should try to find their new schedules and alternative choices for classes. Pre-registration will start on Monday sometime.

Editor Busted for Possession

Unfortunately the disposal service arrived to empty the dumpsters and mistakenly picked up Ho for the garbage.

When asked to comment on this tragic turn of events, Chief Gardner stated, "Better Glad than Mad." The story would have ended here but for still another strange and tragic turn of events. That evening an army of killer sheep incensed at the death of their fellow sheep attacked the Smithfield Police Department freeing Demers and killing all within except the dispatcher who they hung from the Motorola FM by his microphone and pulled the wool over his eyes.

When asked to comment on the escape of Demers, the Smithfield Chief stated, "Better Glad than Mad yea, Better Glad than Mad."

Beautes Visit Student Center

Members of that famous rock group, the Beatles, made a surprise appearance at the Student Center of Bryant College earlier this week. It is rumored that the group might be doing a concert in the large, acoustically perfect building in the near future. Although reluctant to discuss the rumor, apparently the Beatles are in "debt" to KSM concerts and will repay the favor by playing at the school.

The reason why they visited the school was to check the facilities and to sample the food. Said one player: "It's a nice place to visit and I wouldn't want to live here."

If the Beatles do play at the school, it will be the first time they done a concert together since their splitting up in 1970. Once again another first for KSM concerts.
Rats Infiltrate Campus

Dear Editor,

It has come to my attention that over the past few months this campus has become infiltrated with vast numbers of the Jamaican Dorm rat. Those rats not only disturb the resident and now scientists say that there is no life on Mars. How dumb.

Have you ever considered where we would be without orange juice? We would have no strange juice for breakfast. All the crayon boxes would be sloppy because they would be less colorful and Anita Bryant would be selling cars. The world is not ready for that.

Smiles can be nice. Have you ever gotten a nice smile from a policeman's horse as you walk down a street in New York? Horses are friendly and when combined with a nice smile, they are hard to resist. Can you buy a horse at a horse? Can you still manage that smile after you feel something heavy and moist on your foot?

Have you every gotten a nice smile from a policeman's horse as you walk down a street in New York?

Eddie O'Hare

From the Editors Desk

Fire hydrants are really handy objects. Friendly to all, they can be found across the country in many convenient locations. They never complain and don't eat much at all. Isn't it great that we have them around?

I remember one afternoon quite well. The little garage door. Alas, poor Tittles. What, what, where.

Light bulbs are like people. Some are bright, and some are not. Some heat up quickly, while others remain cool, no matter how long they are down. So much for an idea of the life span of a person.

There are old cranks who like to snoop around writing all sorts of boring articles and monotonous news releases that do not allow for much creative input.

April Fool's Day seemed an appropriate time for us to do an issue where everyone could just "go wild." The articles were done in jest, and although many contain comments about various college people (myself included), these were written in fun with no offense intended. It is hoped that these articles will be received with the same good feelings that they were written with.

My neighbor had a cat, a small furry one with bright green eyes. It was a very friendly little critter, occasionally visiting my house on a warm summer afternoon.

I remember one afternoon quite well. The little kitty, whose name was Tittles, stopped by in my garage while I was working on my car. Perhaps it was a strong breeze or the ill winds of fate that happened to slam my garage door. Alas, poor Tittles amongst the door. He was never the same after that—probably because he was in two pieces. Never did like that weird cat.

Drugs are usually used for medicinal purposes. Over the years, farms andills that can often plague a person. Drugs have saved more lives in the past century than anything else known to man. My brother-in-law, who is a doctor, uses drugs at THE ARCHWAY to save our sanity! Perhaps we already are on drugs. That's the only reason I can think of why we are here every Thursday night into the wee morning hours when even the maintenance men have quit working.
New Core Requirement

The Curriculum Committee on March 2 recommended to Dr. Lowell Smith, Vice-President of Academic Affairs, that SM102, Introduction to Data Processing, be added to core curriculum requirements.

Chairman Mickey Perlow made this and other recommendations to Dr. Smith concerning changes in the Bryant catalog for the next academic year. The other recommendations changed course prerequisites, course names and added new courses.

The addition of SM102 as a core requirement would mean that incoming freshmen would be required to take eleven core requirements instead of nine. One of the seniors in the freshman class would take either Marketing, Management or Statistics.

One course must be dropped from the remaining requirements, or an additional management or marketing or systems management course. Under the proposal, the course to be dropped would vary according to department. An accounting course, for example, would be required to take SM102 instead of choosing between an additional accounting course and a course in management.

If the recommendation is approved, students currently enrolled as Bryant can choose to follow current requirements or adopt the core changes.

Country Comfort Burns Down

Late last night, in a fire of suspicious nature, Country Comfort burned to the ground. In this three alarm fire, volunteers from all areas rushed to the scene and battled the flames, much to the delight of Security who were busy putting tickets on all the parked vehicles, including the fire trucks.

The frames were quite intense as a few members of the Student and Business Affairs Office hurled Molotov cocktails onto unburned areas in an attempt to take fuel away from the fire. Maintenance and Security were quite thankful that their coffee on the fire whenever it came too close to where they were standing.

The local fire marshall says he suspects that the fire was set by a bunch of mischievous persons who have been roaming the area. They resemble the little elves so commonly seen in the eldor ads featured in the Archway.

One of Brycol's officers was very anxious to enter the burned building to see if any of his Elton John eyeglasses were saved. "I did get one piece suit which I am new wearing in case you would like to take my picture," he mentioned. He further commented that he was glad to see that the heavy fire trucks didn't destroy the front lawn.

While viewing the smouldering remains this morning, Brycol President Michael Hammer remarked with tears in his eyes (probably from the smoke) that it was a shame that the budget burning, especially since Brycol had just taken out a $150,000 fire insurance policy on the structure. "Luckily," he said, "we were able to remove all our inventory, chairs, tables, pinball machines, beer and taping systems before the flames got too bad."

Having a corporate office is a must, he thought that Brycol will be continued to p. 2 col. 3.

Dorm 7 Slides Into Pond

Much to the surprise of students, Dorm 7 slid into Reflecting Pond last night after its foundation had been loosened by the crane used for the erecting of the bell tower.

Apparently the crane, which was quite heavy, passed too close for the Dorm and loosened its base. Later in the night, high winds created large waves that eroded away the loosened soil until the building slid into the pond.

Plans for the handling of the situation have not been announced by the school. Students living on the third floor report a slight dampness in sections, but otherwise, no problems. No word has come in yet from the first and second floors.

One official has leaked that students who have signed up to live in Dorm 7 next year may expect to find more than 12 people to a room to make up for the lack of space. It is expected that repairs will start before the year 2045.

continued from p. 1 col. 5

knew something like this was going to happen when he saw them eating the Crest, so he went home and enlarged into three piece suit in case pictures might be taken.

Another witness was Tidy Bowl, a known cesspool cleaner in the area. He said he was examining the hard-core pornography because when he is off work, he loves to be as close to faith as possible. We asked him that he noticed about the criminals, and he said the one called Tuna had a stain on his jacket which caught his eye immediately. He said 'I wanted to ask him where he got that weird stain, but left first.'

Heading the case for the Smithfield Police is Nick Danger.
Sweeping Survey Follows
Bryant Graduates

The Brooks Brothers Institute released the results of a year-long research project tracking the progress of Bryant students in the business world.

Of the 10,000 graduates that were surveyed, only 900 responded to the questionnaire, which revealed a high percentage of graduates working in the hospitality industry. The survey also found that 80% of the respondents were satisfied with their job, and 75% reported that they were making more money than they expected.

Bryant Graduates

Bryant Adopts New
Accident & Sickness Insurance Plan

At its March 25-26, 1977 meeting, the Board of Trustees approved a new recommendation from the Student Affairs Office to change the current voluntary accident and insurance program to a compulsory one for all resident students.

For the past several years, this insurance program has been offered on a voluntary basis. The level of student participation has steadily decreased, and a review of the program has resulted in several changes. The new program will be mandatory for all resident students.

Lower Postal Rates, Anyone?

The nation is dissatisfied with the postal service and must wonder if there is a solution. Yes, there is a solution, hot the Postal Service Director of the Office of Resources Management, Mr. John Williamson, stated that the solution offers insufficient improvement to be in the public interest.

The first step in improved mail service occurred years ago with the introduction of standardized post office boxes (joints). The second improvement occurred when the code was expanded to accommodate the growing number of distribution centers, thus, ZIP Code (Zone Improvement Plan). Location instead of form was the selection criterion for improved mail service is to code the address.

The purpose of the postal code is to increase accuracy and speed in the dispatch and delivery of the mail to the delivery areas. An address code would give greater accuracy and speed in the dispatch of mail to the address. By using the address code, the Postal Service could reduce the cost of handling mail to 50%.

At the beginning of April, 1977, a new code will be implemented. This code will be the U.S. Postal Service's ZIP Code Plus 4.

Space For Rent

It was announced this morning that Business Affiliates will be renting the extra space they have in the front office. Apparently there had been a miscommunication as to the amount of room the office would be using, so it was decided that additional income could be generated through renting.

Rumor has it that this space, which is quite large, will be turned into an administrative parking lot or else transformed into several tennis courts. Anyone who might be interested in using this space as a temporary headquarters, or if anyone could provide such a facility, should inquire at the Business Affairs Office.

Unstructured Relocation Plan

The following offices will be moved to the following areas:
The ARCHWAY will move to the Candystore, the Candystore to the Financial Aid Office to Student Affairs, Student Affairs to the Pool, the Pool to the Bookstore, the Bookstore to the Bank, the Bank to the Library, and the Library to the Residences.

Wantu Wazuri Sponsors

First Ever Career Day & Successful Dance at Bryant

On Friday, the 27th of March, 110 black high school students from four high schools in the area were given a red carpet treatment at Bryant College. As a result, the Admissions Office, Wantu Wazuri, the Black Student Organization on campus, found themselves swamped with inquiries from interested students.

Associate News Editor Arrested

The BITCHWAY'S Associate News Editor was arrested today for selling dirty stories to the police. When asked why he did this nasty act he said, "Everyone thinks they know what the Black Student Organization is talking about, but they don't know the truth. And I felt it was duty to tell everyone what the truth really is."

Wantu Wazuri was not pleased with the arrest and felt that this was a misunderstanding. The Black Student Organization is a well-respected group on campus and works hard to maintain its credibility.

Wantu Wazuri was quoted as saying, "This is a very trying time for us. We are the voice of the black student, and we must be careful to maintain our credibility."
Can You Choose the Real Menu?

APRIL 1, 1977 - APRIL 7, 1977

APPELLITZERS: Peanut Butter, Peanuts and Freeze-Dried Pea Pods will be available at the door during dinner hours all this week!

1/2 Hot Roast Beef Sandwich Butter Fried Fish
Turkey on Rye King Pork Chops
Creamed Eggs/Wheat Stuffed Peppers Hamburgers
Toast Cold Cut Subs Tuna Salad

2/2 BRUNCH W/SLICED HAM Flank Steak/Gravy
Mango & Pineapple French Toast
Roast Turkey Veal Scaloppini
Waldorf Salad Frank & Beans
Cheese Blintzes Cheese Blintzes
Roast Beef/Gravy Spaghetti w/Meatballs
Sliced Ham & Cheese Deep Dish Vegetable Pie
Sliced Ham Cheese Salad

3/5 Pizza
Stuffed Shells w/Cream Sauce
Baked Meat Loaf
Egg & Green Bean Casserole
Sliced Turkey
Ham Salad

4/2 Brunch W/SAUSAGES
Southern Fried Chicken
Swedish Meatballs/Rice
Cheese Onion Slices

5/4 Flank Steak/Gravy
Sliced Turkey
Ham Salad

6/1 Grilled Ham & Cheese
American Style Lasagna
Cold Plate
Hot Pastrami
Egg Salad

Go Your Own Way

Another of this week's obscure attractions, aside from the food, is the addition of two new exit doors to the SAGA Salamander Dining Facility. These new exits were added to improve access to the restroom. The main reason being "This is the most popular place to go after eating a SAGA meal," according to an S.S. official. (The S.S. is a local organization of SAGA sufferers.)

Definition of Gits, Bones and Hairs:
What you are likely to find in most mals, but, never fret, there is no extra charge! If you desire a specific color shade of hair, just ask; and remember, have it your way (our way) at SAGA foods!!

Editor Likes Animals

The editor-in-chief of THE BROTHERHOOD, Paul Demers, is wanted by SPCA officials for his fondness to small animals. Having grown up on a farm, Mr. Demers is believed to have acquired his strange fondness toward all animate forms. Local townspersons say they saw Mr. Demers running with the cows in the early morning hours.

When asked about his furry little friends, Mr. Demers declined comment but did purr loudly when asked questions.

The reason for the SPCA's interest is because Mr. Demers is reported to having been instrumental in bringing King Kong to the Bryant campus and leading a Hammer revolt. The SPCA feels he must be stopped at all cost.

If any one sees Mr. Demers on campus do not attempt to collar him, he is dangerous. Above all do not feed him, he bites. The SPCA can be reached by calling 231-1200.

Artist's Concept of Future

Construction Rear of Unstructure

Ears to Wall

by the Rowing Recorder

Nothing can be more embarrassing than waking up one morning finding out you slept in a Bryant triple-you, your roommate and your girlfriend/boyfriend. Did you know that the Bryant Unstructure was an experimental solar energy structure before solar heating was the "in" thing? For completing the project run out, we are stuck with the warm windows which can't be opened. Speaking of heat, the warmest suites on campus are on the third floor. No where else can you sleep with the window wide open in the subzero temperatures and still be hot. There's no energy crisis here...Next semester prerequisite is to be on each student's cum rather than by birthdate. This will give the smarter student an chance to get the better courses and schedules. Rumor has it that SAGA will fire all student help in the dishouse and replace them with paper utensils. This will save a lot of money, the extra money, will the food improve? Perhaps the Bryant "animals" can behave more appropriately all these things were done at the Harry Chapin concert. At least there's potential...

Marketing Club News

The Marketing Club held its weekly meeting last Tuesday, March 29. Plans were completed and volunteers were signed up for the Car Wash. It will be held Saturday, April 2, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Donation fee is $4 and Rain date will be Sunday, April 3, at the same time.

For all those who plan to attend the Marketing Club Dinner Thursday night, April 28, it has been changed from the Marriott Inn to the Village Haven in Forestdale. Please let President Greg Reynolds know if you plan to attend by April 19 at the latest! There will be a choice of dinners and guests are invited.

The New York Premium Show Trip planned for May 4. The bus will leave Bryant at 6 a.m. and return at midnight. All those who plan to attend should see Dr. Goodflick Mr. Qaligey IMMEDIATELY because reservations are on a first come, first served basis. A check payment of $11 made out to Bryant College should be made as soon as possible after the reservation.

The next Marketing Club meeting will be held Tuesday, April 5, at 3:15 in Conference Room C (old game room). All members PLEASE ATTEND!

New Saga Specials

Local Saga officials released a major statement concerning concerns that will be served on those nights deemed "special" dinner nights. Mack Moans, Saga's topically clean food service adjuster, unequivocally stated that, "Lobster, filet mini-t", and chateau brian shall be served on special dinner nights once every four years beginning five years from now.

When asked why the delay, Moans purrred, "As you know, we're all computerized around here. Reprogramming takes time." He added further, "We hope you can all wait."

The registrars office has been ambushed by hordes of students who are signing up for the new six-year culinary major (taught by Saga refugees) so that they can be here for the 'special' treat.

The New York Premium Show Trip planned for May 4. The bus will leave Bryant at 6 a.m. and return at midnight. All those who plan to attend should see Dr. Goodflicke Mr. Qaligey IMMEDIATELY because reservations are on a first come, first served basis. A check payment of $11 made out to Bryant College should be made as soon as possible after the reservation.

The next Marketing Club meeting will be held Tuesday, April 5, at 3:15 in Conference Room C (old game room). All members PLEASE ATTEND!

GLC's New Quarters Readied

Construction is nearing completion on the first phase of Bryant's new student offices complex, located on John Mowry Road behind the Unstructure. Ultimately the complex is to consist of a dozen identical structures, arranged in a semi-circle facing Mecca.

The design was selected by the Student Affairs Office from over three proposals, most submitted anonymously. The selection culminated a lengthy and grueling search for the perfect accommodations for student organizations, in the course of which Student Center locations were rejected as being too inflexible. The present design allows for expansion, provided money can be found in the budget, but also, if necessary, allows any organization's headquarters to be bulldozed into oblivion without anyone noticing.

Construction timetables call for completion of the 12-building complex no later than June, 1985, although it should be ready for occupancy by next fall. Two of the areas currently occupied by student organizations for more valuable uses, primarily administration lounges and empty space. According to the plans for the complex, a fountain is to be built eventually, which will be used to aerate the discharge from the Sewage Treatment Plant.
Parking Problem Prescription

Commuters: are you tired of your daily three-mile trek from your car to the classroom and back? Well, relief is in sight! The College has decided to implement the suggestion of an employee of the Security Office to reapportion the parking lot. Instead of there being rows of two cars, parallel end-to-end, there will be rows of three cars. This will create more parking space closer to the Unistructure. One small catch is that the middle car of the three will obviously be immobilized. Drivers will therefore be required to deposit the car keys.

Bryant College Supports Erection

A year of heavy planning and anticipation came to an abrupt end Monday when the bell clock tower took to the sky. In a rare moment of artistic apathy, the College allowed erection professionals to assemble the bizarre concoction of miscellaneous scrap metal.

In a candid discussion with construction laborers, they stated that there was no guarantee the structure would not rust (in the same manner as the College entrance sign) in the near future. One man wanted about the possible impotence of Bryant's "Super Structure."

Hamsters Revolt

Hamsters revolted in Northern New York yesterday after their demands for equal rights were ignored last week. The hamsters have been treated rather poorly throughout the area in comparison to gerbils. The hamsters are disgruntled, "I spent most of my time in that stupid wagon as a gerbil and all I get is a few sunflower seeds. Well I'm sick of it. You can go spin your own wheel because as far as I'm concerned, I'm through. You won't see me again until the demands are met!"

The hamsters demand: equal pay in food, more fresh newspaper, shares of IBM stock, free college, and education for the children along with the disbending of the radical gerbil group known as Start A Gerbil Army or SAGA. Until these demands are met, the United States could deep trouble for the next few months.

Name, Please!

Bryant has again been hit hard by the current in government program, as the State Department of Corrections yesterday announced that tightening up of the requirements for its work release program took effect immediately. While the implications of staff, administration, and faculty will no longer be able to receive their mail, the ploy was made up during certain hours. The Administration had no immediate comment, as the announcement was made after 12:02 p.m., and everyone had left.

Can you identify the number of the BOTCHWAY Staff at the left of this photo? The picture was taken by one of our photographers. As 'mythical creature' arrived for freshman orientation with his Mom.

Hint: He (she) is often seen with Paul Demers.

Goat Herders Convention to be Held at Bryant

Bryant College, the goat herders' Mecca of the world, will host the Eighth Annual Goat Herders Convention at 9:30 a.m. tomorrow. The convention is expected to start in nice and thick. This year's chairman, Lulu Apple, says Bryant has been long overdue a shiny spot. "The beautiful fields and rolling hills were just made for the hands of a rancher and your show horse," she said. President O'Hara could not be reached for comment on the situation this morning, as a backup was in effect.

News Editor to Market Device

Outgoing News Editor of THE ARCHWAY, Craig Perry, has announced that upon leaving next week he will be involved in the production of a new entertainment device. Claiming that the device will "soon replace the T.V. as the center of family enjoyment," Perry refused to give away description of the device actually is. Citing his own personal experiences with the device which is simply called a "JACK PACK," Perry said that it would sell for around two dollars and would be mailed to customers in a plain brown wrapper. He further stated that one of the "JACK PACKS" would be donated to the ARCHWAY staff, so that if the device itself doesn't improve, they will have to take definite action to save the animals.

Cure For Acne Drive

Members of the various sororities on the Bryant campus have asked for contributions for their present fund-raising drive. The campaign for funding for the Institute for the Cure of Acne Drive was launched at a goal of $10,000. 750 Stripes Pads, 500 tubes of extra strength Clearasil, and $200 in other items were donated in their testimonial commercials.
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**Book Review**

Bo O. Krwoms Book Preview

"What Did You Do In College, Daddy?"  
by a Typical College Student

The book, "What Did You Do In College, Daddy?" deals with the lives of a group of students in a small college in northern Rhode Island. It portrays life in school as really tough. The author tries to answer all questions which his little son might ask when he hears his father talking about the good old days with his old classmates.

Below is an excerpt (edited for college officials) entitled, "Water Fights."

Water fights were very common in school, especially in the spring when the warm weather brought laughter and roundness. The purpose of these battles was to release tension from boredom and to cool off. Most of the squirmishes took place in the hallway. Because there was the chance ofрушing personal property (no one cared about the school's), the following rules were agreed to:

1. T.H.T.'s Official Rules for Water Fights and Basic Method
2. Offense
   1. Throw cold water on someone taking a shower.
   2. Throw cold water on someone sitting in a bathroom stall.
   3. Throw cold water on someone when they don't expect it.
3. Defense
   1. Keep a bucket of water under your bed in case you lose control of the water supply in the bathroom.
   2. Store up a five-month supply of newspapers to absorb some of the excess water from the rug.
   3. If you suspect the bucket against the door, you can either try to open the door without taking it over or place towels under the door to absorb the water before the rug.
   4. If a water fight seems imminent, grab your room keys and lock the door so your bed doesn't get destroyed. The only disadvantage is you might get soaked-seek shelter if you can't open the door fast enough.

The book hopefully will be published sometime in the future if it is ever completed. Maybe this young, inspired writer should work on THE ARCHWAY staff. With his talent and style of writing he should be on other books besides financial ones.

**Requiem**

by Cindy Machado  
(for S.P.M.)

It's times like these—we stop to think  
Of all the days gone by.  
We stop to live right here and now  
And start to wonder why...

- Why did the years go by so fast?
- Why couldn't they stay awhile?
- Why can't I hear my father's laugh?
- Or see my mother's smile?
- Why can't they be as they were?
- Where is the security?
- Where is the warmth that overflowed from my Mom and Dad to me?

I know that after all these years  
They still know what I'm feeling.  
My heart is heavy, body's weak.  
And my head won't stop reeling.

It is time, I know, to accept the fact  
From which I cannot run.  
Time goes on; the cycle moves  
For each and everyone.

I must be strong; that is the way,  
I must never lower my head.  
I must find the warmth they gave to me  
And share it all instead.

And they'll be with me all the time,  
Just as close as ever.  
Our family will still be one;  
The unit will not be severed.

Though we cannot bring back the days  
Of the most happy past,  
The spirit of our memories  
Will always live and last.

We have today, this month, this year,  
And share it, if we can.  
Yes, I know this now; they taught it to me.  
And I must teach my son.

**Inner Fogginess**

by Donna M. Lampen

I look across my bed in the early morning,  
Only to see you smiling up at me,  
Your face beamimg in the moonlight,  
My heart fills with a beam of light.

You run to me in an open field,  
Laughing like a young child,  
Hair so soft gleaming in the bright sun,  
And in the field you kiss me.

"Have you been eating onions?"  
To be together again.  
How my heart yearns,  
You are my favorite dromadary!

**Restaurant Review**

Saga  
by Craig Perry

There is great moldy style dining right at our back door. One of the most amazing restaurants (because it's still in business) is the SAGA cafeteria. They serve some fine winner from the Beef Ragout ala Mode—and a modest price.

Each day they feature the specials on a bulletin board at the entrance to the hole. This allows you a decision between starvation and sickness. The interior is done in early cheap. The tables, if you can find one, are usually shabby and not very clean. But never fear, the flies won't dare enter.

On my last visit to the cafeteria, I was grossed out on Tuesday. I had enjoyed the Egg-Fu Chicken. On the whole, they were horrible. The service is your own, so don't complain to the management. You can eat all you can hold. SAGA is constantly afraid of someone getting the area with food for his roommate. My question is: Do you hate your roommate that much?

If you can get a table near the window, do so. A window table allows you to take a rest between bites. You can look out the window and think, "I'll never take another girl again." At least the view is good. Too bad the food isn't.

Whenever I sit in the cafeteria, I usually look for any table which displays a CPR card. At least if you get sick, there is a slight chance of survival. Rumor has it that even the ambulance drivers can't enter the area. Overall, I suggest SAGA for those of you who want a death meal. Please don't tell me I sent you. They might capture me and make me eat their food.

**WJMF Gets Dirty**

The FCC has arrested Ken Goralnick, General Manager of the campus radio station WJMF for polluting the airwaves. Mr. Goralnick was quoted as saying in response to a phone call, "Well, your complaint is valid. I, if you say that to me over the phone again I will cut your air off," over the air. When we asked him why, he said more nasty words. He said, "That's the way I talk. And further more, who are you?"

Other workers at the station knew how his boss was upset when he started sharpening pencils on his teeth. The act was followed by some piece of paper. To make matters worse, the papers Mr. Goralnick swallowed were filled with things: (Tomato, ham and cheese—why, what did you think it meant?)

The FCC, using Sam Modulation and Charlie Frequency said that they were only doing their duty after a complaint from a Mr. Avis Hertz, a Smithfield resident. Mrs. Hertz complained that on Saturday, the 22nd of October, her television set was full of vulgur language, and that she only uses when she is mad. She decided that it was her duty as a lady and a citizen to rid the airwaves of such "mongers" as that Goralnick individual.

After meeting Mr. Goralnick, Mrs. Hertz felt bad for the bearded group and offered to drop the charges. But the FCC said it was too late, and that Mr. Goralnick would have to face his days in jail. She said she would do anything to help him and that he reminded her of her lost brother Eggbert.

Other members of the radio station were also indicted for telling Mr. Goralnick talk dirty. Some of the charges facing the continued on p. 2 col. 3
**ROMAN NEWS**

**BOP**

The brothers of Brutus Omega are pleased to announce that they have successfully taken first place in the Annual Woman Throwing Contest held each year at Troy, New York. Chuck Thowem hurled one lass over 35 yards during the last couple days of the competition. In the rubber hose competition of the Marathon, our guys really whipped the other teams. Probably all that practice from pledging, huh, guys?

We are planning to have our Annual Spartan Slaying Happy Hour next week for all the brothers. Everyone is invited to attend, just bring your own Spartan.

**MOP**

The Brothers of Marc Anthony Phi are proud to be the sponsors of this year’s “Helen of Troy Weekend.” All recognized Roman Groups on campus are eligible for entry. Contestants will be judged on their ability to tear each other’s hair out and how well they’ve handled themselves in the past with the Brothers of Marc Anthony Phi. The Brothers expect thirty applicants, five semi-finalists will be selected—the rest will be asked to return. The grand prize this year is a full one year recording contract with KSM Productions. All entrants will be retired property of Marc Anthony Phi Fraternity for weekend use and are not subject to return. Ineligible children of the Brothers of Marc Anthony Phi are not eligible for entry.

Attention Brothers Tonight at the Rathskeller see Liz Taylor and her performing snake. In classic Cleopatra form, Liz will set your heart afire. Palest Blue Roman Beer will be served.

**CI**

The sisters of Cleopatra Iota will hold a chariot wash this Sunday for the benefit of themselves. Chariots will be waxed for an additional charge. As an added treat, well-known nightclub personality and part-time dealer in chariots, Ricardo Montalbom, will demonstrate his latest model, complete with rich Corinthian leather. Both during and after the chariot wash, the Sisters will sponsor another speaker, Narissa Hercules Brother desires to meet everyone and help his ability to bridge arrived in Rome one year ago from the land of the Barbarians in Norway, or some other godforsaken place collectively want to wish Brother Amore the best of luck—even if he was trapped. We wish him the greatest happiness although we doubt that Bertha will give him any.

**SIH**

Notice: Librarians Sigma Iota Hercules Brother desires to meet strong, silent type Roman for mutually agreeable living arrangement. I’m into cultural music, harp playing, and chariot races. Apply at Orgie 565, Rome. No weirdo, please.

**WNB**

The Brothers of Wacka Nother Homer would like to invite all non-Christians to their annual Rape and Pillage Festival to be held on Tuesday MCVDXIII. We are expecting our star performers to easily outperform the competition. Brother Brutus (the Monster) is hungry for another sweep of the competition this year and will lead his team. All Brothers should report to the Forum tomorrow to select prospective sickening flub—he was actually doing a very good job of acting. He lost what he thought was a classic death-act in the finest tradition of Cleopatra (a stag film we had seen the night before). We finally realized something was wrong when he was still lying in the same position when we all came down for breakfast. Our dear Brother will be cremated tonight as sunset at the funeral pyre. Following the services will be a stag film (“Deep Nero”)...
Delta Sigma Phi  
Phi Epsilon Pi  
Tau Kappa Epsilon

**Sigma Iota Xi**

Happy April Fool's Day everyone—hope your day goes fairly smoothly! We would like to use this opportunity to congratulate sister Doreen Bieler for being elected to Vice President of 1977-78 GLC. Also, congratulations to the other officers. We know you'll do a great job! SEX-A basketball is now in first place. Great! Keep up the good work you guys.

**Delta Sigma Phi**

We recently held our Executive Board elections, and the Board members consist of:
- President—Bob Wayne
- Executive Vice President—Jeff Correll
- Social Vice President—Bob Lang
- Treasurer—Scott Komin
- Secretary—Keith Emsnak
- Pledgemaster—Nate Schilberg
- Sergeant-at-Arms—John Coffey

We congratulate all of the above, and wish them the best of luck in the upcoming year.

The softball team is now permitted to try and win the third consecutive Bryant Championship. The outlook is bright, due to the last two or three dominating wins are gone from last year's team. In basketball, the A team is now 2-2, and the B team is 1-2.

**Phi Sigma Nu**

Our basketball team is still doing very well with a record of 29-11. We are presently in first place in our division. We hope to continue our success through the playoffs. Good luck Stets, Ouis, Cliff, and Smokey.

**Phi Epsilon Pi**

At our recent election the following offices were decided:
- President—Michael Sullivan
- Vice President—Scott Hermes
- Secretary—Tom Hill
- Treasurer—Jeff Berleth
- Student Director—Mike Dorhery
- Historian—Frank Bokoff
- Social Director—Sonny Novak
- Athletic Director—Sonny Novak

The brothers of Tau Epsilon Phi wish to proudly congratulate the "NOBODY CARES" pledge class of 1977 for their fantastic effort. They are:
- Greg Rideout
- Greg Owens
- Frank Branca
- John Vincent

In sports, we would also like to congratulate our bowling team. The past four weeks they have rolled at a .750 clip, good enough to tie for first place. In softball, we held our first practice over the vacation and are looking forward to a good season.

Last but not least, we would like to extend our deepest congratulations to all the new brothers and sisters who have successfully pledged into their respective fraternities and sororities.

The Brothers of Tau Epsilon Phi

**Tau Epsilon**

The newly elected officers of Tau Epsilon for 1977-78 are:
- President—Russ Neuman
- Vice President—Peter Green
- Treasurer—Wayne Zarowny
- Secretary—Joe Turgeon

Congratulations to them, and we know they have the fine leadership quality to preside over the fraternity in the coming year.

**Alpha Phi Kappa**

The date for our coming weekend is April 22-23. Together with Phi Ep, it promises to be a great time. Our pledge formal is April 23, and we will be held at the Elm Heights Mansion in Portsmouth.

Our basketball team is still undefeated with a record of 5-0. We're looking forward to the complete intramural sports of continued to p. 16 col. 5.

**Sigma Iota Beta**

Last weekend, SIG held their annual Peggy Formal at the Royal Viking in Newport, Rhode Island. All of the sisters and their dates had a great time both at the formal and the next day in Newport. The following night SIG had a party for alumni who couldn't make it to the formal. All who were able to stand it up had an excellent time partying with the alumni! Dave Bennett, Wiz Wilson's date, had the best time of his life!

Congratulations go to Best Sister, Patty Hazard; Most Continued to p. 16 col. 3.

**Kappa Tau**

The brothers would like to congratulate our brother Cliff Lawton for winning the election of G.L.C. treasurer. We would also like to congratulate the other three new officers of the G.L.C.

Our bowling team is still doing very well with a record of 29-11. We are presently in first place in our division. We hope to continue our success through the playoffs. Good luck Stets, Ouis, Cliff, and Smokey. Our basketball A-team is optimistic and is looking forward to winning a winning season. Although our B-team is still looking for its first win everyone is having a good time.

The KT and APS pledge formal is coming up on the weekend of April 22. All the brothers and sisters are looking forward to having a great time.

Congratulations to the new officers. They are:
- President—Doug Tittle
- Pledgemaster—Brian Olshans
- Executive Vice President—GlennBradford

continued to p. 16 col. 3.

**Sigma Lambda Theta**

Congratulations and Good Luck to the new G.L.C. officers, we are confident that they will do a very good job.

Our bowling teams are battling for the last two places and we think we just about have them clinched. The basketball teams are doing a little better, but we are not going to let it bother us.

We would like to thank all of the people of the Greater community who supported our car wash last Saturday, it was very successful.

Congratulations should be extended to Al Marella who recently became an honorary brother of Tau Kappa Epsilon.

Our pledge formal will be held this weekend at the Ramada Inn, in Portsmouth. The brothers are looking forward to an excellent time, so good luck guys.

The Brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon

continued to p. 16 col. 4.

**Alpha Delta Omega**

continued to p. 16 col. 4.
Cathy B.-Run for Vice-President at another college (V.P. of the flirts, that is)

QUACK
You waddle like you really are a duck.

Jim-Jac.
You'll get yours!

Skinier.
What's under that dress?

Keith.
You're going to make me wish you were from the ARCHWAY again.

April 1, 1977

THE ARCHWAY

MAX
Who will it be tonight? Don't get upset on any muffler.

George D.
Maybe you should buy plastic sheets?

D.E.
What was in a convertible?

D. Green has a complex.

D. Green is after your boyfriend.

Fred.
How many girls rolled up their windows when you approached them at the strip?

Eric Daley is a social deviate.

- Scott, you better shut your mouth in corrections before we and the class shut it for you.

C. Barry-Do you get commitment from your flirting?

T. Konker
Spread yourself around much?

Jim Jac. You'll Get Yours!!!

A.N.W.A.

C. Nyman-Keep your mouth shut during concerts!

D. L.J.-What is too nice? It's not like you is it? AL

Bill S. (Lumber Jack) takes his clothes off in public places.

Austin.
Did you get your money's worth?

Tuna.
Is it true Rio Grande is still looking for your Pickle?

Love

D. Green-Go back to Long Island, Bryant doesn't want you.

Hey Connecticut.
Fred's nose is free for parking.

John L.
Better start chewing Dentynex if you want to meet Betty.

D. Green.

Hey Hoop.
Is it true Rio Grande is still looking for your Pickle?

J.T.
What's with you and ice cream comes?

Debby G.-Make your moves on a dog, he's the only one who will respond.

Tuna.
You should talk with George.

I hate the management of the Treadway Hotel for kicking us out at 10 a.m.

George.
Your not too desperate, are you?

Boston Red Sox fans are almost as pitiful as the Red Sox themselves!

Easy.
Since when does Bryant give medical degrees?

To you all up North:
Fred, Doug, John & Easy.
Next year bring down the giant size Tanya bottle.

Debbie.
What are you going to tell us to eat at the next mixer?

Mike McMahon-Schlitz's version of the shell answer man.

Debby G.-Have you lost weight from running back and forth to get coffee?

MAX
Who will it be tonight? Don't get burnt on any muffler.

Hey Tid Bit.
Is it true it's just a zit?

Debby G. makes a fool of herself everytime she opens her mouth, and even when she doesn't.

RE-You should take stock in a contact lens company! AL

Barbie Q. Franks
If you are German, are you considered a Sauerkraut?

RAT, You bring the Peppermint Schnoppa and we'll bring the Grapefruit Juice to the next all nighter. REAI

"Benny"
What will your suitmates think of us now when they learn that YOU want the bedroom tonight? If things work out, who knows

Love,
D.O.S.
"I like him, because he's dating my heifer."
- Tom Konochnik

"He really jars my preserves."
- Maureen Lyons

"The editor? What's that?"
- Karen Berube

"I really don't know!"
- Barbara Strain

"Give him a banana and he'll follow you anywhere."
- Jeff Tunis

"I don't think he walks with both feet on the ground."
- Jon Justow

"Paul's a cross between Fritz the Cat and Doctor Demento."
- Mark Van Dyne

"He's great! Working for nothing is really something."
- Robin Smith

"He's my son; what can I say?"
- Susan

"I try not to think about him."
- Beth Phelps

"Not bad! Not bad!"
- Cindy Rowan
Photographer
Medynski and George Dooley

What do you think of your Editor in Chief? (as asked of the Thursday night crew and Company)

"Paul is unique. Where else can you find an editor who can type with his toes, use a squirt gun, and say "Give me a break" simultaneously?" - Steve Sellers

"He's amazing. The only person I know who develops photos in Michelob." - John Harrington

"He's just adequate..." - Lynda Pollen

"If he doesn't think, then we're all safe." - Patti Brennan

"I think he has a very outstanding characteristic!" - "Carol Baby" Grills

"Compared to King Kong, Paul's better looking...but not much." - Craig Perry

"He's been acting even stranger since his rubber plant died." - Alan Bourne

"His best friends are sheep." - George Dooley
Time Publishers Announces National Photo Contest

Images of Time, Past, Present and Future is the theme for a national photography contest announced this week by TIME Magazine Publisher Ralph A. David. A grand prize of $1,000 will be awarded for the best photograph of nature and man. Events and objects by an amateur photographer, in color or black and white. Second prize is $500 and third prize winners will receive $250 each. Honorable mentions will receive the Life Library of Photography.

Winning photographs will be selected by a panel of judges consisting of world-renowned photographer Alfred Eisenstaedt, former White House photographer David Kennerly and Lee Jones, editor of U.S. News and World Report. The winning photographs will be published in a special advertising section on photography entitled Photography. The Universal Language in TIME's November 28 issue.

Details of the photography contest will be announced in the April 4 issue of TIME. Deadline for entries is September 1, 1977.

For contest information or entry write to: Marilyn Maccio, TIME Magazine, Time & Life Building, Rockefeller Center, New York, NY 10020.

Attention Seniors

Interested in Law Schools

On April 5, 1977, The International School of Law (Washington, D.C.) will have one of its advisors on campus to talk with students interested in attending law school.

Interested students should drop in to the Placement Office to obtain a personal interview time.

Attorney for Rent

In Johnston, Route 44, 10 minutes from Bryant. Four clean rooms, heat and electricity included. $200 a month. Call 231-6138 after 5.

SPB Meeting

Students to help plan and organize Spring Weekend. Meet on Monday, April 4 at 3:15 in Room 270.

Folk & Bluegrass Musicians!

The Middlebury College Activities Board is sponsoring its Third Annual Folk and Bluegrass Festival and Competition on April 29 and 30, 1977. All folk and/or bluegrass musicians are welcome. The contest will be limited to the first 15 performers to apply. There will be $600 in prizes awarded. Deadline for applications is April 15.

For complete information concerning the Festival and application forms, write to:

Folk & Bluegrass Festival
Middlebury College
Middlebury, Vermont 05753

SPB Representative Openings

The Student Programming Board currently has two vacancies within its membership. One Committe representative membership is open, as well as one Townhouse representative. Eligible students include all commuters and those resident of Townhouse Block A, B, or D. Interested students are asked to file a letter of application to be left in the Senate Office before April 7. For more information contact Chris Vanuyten in the Senate Office.

Team Meeting

There will be a Cross Country team meeting on Tuesday, April 5, 1977, at 3:15 p.m. in classroom 278. All runners, both male and female, who expect to run Cross Country this fall for Bryant should attend this meeting. The summer training program will be explained at this meeting.

Baseball Buiffs!

Attention!

Fast-pitch teams are needed for tournament play. Requirements: two players per team. Stakes: one case of beer. If interested, contact Mike "The Whiff" Walls or Tom Romo. Tournament scheduled this weekend at Dorm 16, Municipal Field.

THE ARCHWAY

Nominations for Student Senate Service Awards

The Student Senate Service Awards Committee is issuing a call for nominations for the 1977 Student Senate Service Awards for December and May Graduates! The committee encourages wide participation in these nominations to assure that those who are most worthy are selected to be honored.

Nominations may come from any member of the Bryant Community. Prompt participation is essential! Nominations due April 15. Nomination forms are available in the Student Senate Office.

Spring Weekend

Spring Weekend will be held May 6, 7 & 8 and the Student Programming Board needs help in planning. Are you tired of doing nothing? Want to get involved? We need people with some spare time willing to contribute any ideas you have. Please come to the SPB meeting on Monday, April 4 at 3:15 in Room 270.

Gong Show Tonight

Man saw forms to Marilyn Maccio, TIME Magazine, Time & Life Building, Rockefeller Center, New York, NY 10020.

Deadline for Nominations

The deadline for nominations for Commencement Awards has been extended to Monday, April 4, 1977.

So few nominations have been received to date that the possibility exists that some awards may not be given this year. The nomination forms are available in the faculty office suites and the Registrar's Office.

Important Announcement to Seniors

Please stop by the Public Information Office (next to admissions) to fill out or update your publicity card before April 15, 1977. George Dooley, is not human, but rather is a cross between seagull and leper. Anyone having social contact with George should be shot.
Coloring Contest

The ARCHWAY held its Annual Coloring Contest for Administrators last week with amazing results. In a rare display of talent, we were shown that some possess the ability to use a pencil for more than a task for a stuffed-up nose. Here are the results:

First Place: Ken Bogus - "Man Without a Cow."

Second Place - Gramps Goralnick - "Man Outstanding in his Field With His Cow."

Third Place - Nick Medynski - "Cow Without Her Man"

Legislative Council Elections

The Bryant College Student Senate announced this week that it will hold elections for the Legislative Council on Wednesday, April 20, 1977 and Thursday, April 21, 1977. There will be six seats open for the sophomore, junior, and senior classes. classifications 1 and 2 will vote for sophomore senators, 3 and 4 will vote for junior senators, and 5, 6, and 7 will vote for senior senators.

The elections will enable the new senators to start working on committees over the summer, and set up programs for next year.

The Senate urges everyone to take advantage of this opportunity to become involved in Bryant and contribute their effort toward the improvement in student life at Bryant.

ELECTION RULES

1. All candidates for Senate positions in the Legislative Body must abide by the schools poster policy and can display their posters beginning at 2 p.m. on April 7, 1977.

2. The Student Senate will provide one stencil and fifty sheets of paper for each candidate when they return nomination papers. Stencils must be returned to be processed.

3. The Elections Committee of the Student Senate has the power to ban or remove posters, handbills, or other displays thus it deems not within the realm of open and fair competition.

4. All candidates seeking an office in the Student Senate can obtain nomination papers from the Student Senate beginning at 12 noon on Monday, April 4, 1977.

5. Each candidate is required to obtain fifty signatures of students in his class and return the nomination papers to the Student Senate office no later than 3 p.m. on Wednesday, April 13, 1977.

6. By Friday, April 22, 1977, at 3 p.m., all posters, handbills, and other displays must be removed from the campus or a maintenance charge will be made.

7. Voting will be conducted according to the following procedures: There will be one polling station in the Rotunda from 10 a.m. until 3:15 p.m. on Wednesday, April 20, and Thursday, April 21, 1977.

8. No candidate will be permitted to remain within a 15-foot perimeter of the polling station during the balloting.

9. Each candidate must submit to THE ARCHWAY in letter form his or her platform and reasons for obtaining a seat on the Senate by 3 p.m. on Wednesday, April 13, 1977.

10. Ex-senators will be elected at large from each class. Classification seven senators cannot run for senior seat.

11. Any challenges to the election procedures or the balloting must be written and submitted to the Elections Committee by 3 p.m. Thursday, April 21, 1977.

12. Each candidate will be permitted to have one representative at the counting of the ballots and that representative in Room 386 must be in Room 386 no later than 3:15 p.m. on Thursday, April 21, 1977.

If you're the average student, chances are your dorm room will need repainting at the end of the semester. What a pain that can be. Everyone else is out partying and there you are painting the suite! You are painting the suite in mint condition in a matter of minutes. Our names are Mike McMahon and Jeff Treiber and we're offering you the opportunity of a lifetime in the area of painting. It's fast! It's neat! It covers completely the first time, every time! It's called the Miracle Paint Mortar, a new painting tool that allows you to paint the average size room in seconds.

Now this amazing device is only being offered through Brycol and the supply is small. We suggest that you fill out the coupon below and send it in as soon as possible. Here's how we do it. For only $9.50, you rent the Miracle Paint Mortar for a week. Now just pick out your paint, follow the easy directions (a child of five can do it), and you'll have your room glistening brightly with that well-painted look that normally is only obtainable from professional painters. Brycol has used Miracle Paint Mortars throughout all their renovation projects for the past eight years. We suggest that you act now. Here's the form:

Mail to: Brycol
Bryant College
Box 162
Smithfield, RI

Yes, I'm interested in renting a Miracle Paint Mortar® some one of these weeks.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

Day I'd like to use the Miracle Paint Mortar:

PHONE:

Another Service of Brycol
The Ledger Photo Contest

After months of careful deliberating, the Ledger has finally come up with the winners of its 1976-77 Annual Photo Contest. The reason for the delay was attributed to the quality of the entries. Said one judge, "I've seen some darn good photos, but these really outdo themselves.

Since all the photos were black and white, no color prizes will be given. The awards are: for First Place- Dinner for Two at the Salamanz Dining Hall; Second Place- Dinner for Four at the Salamanz Dining Hall; Third Place-Free meals for the rest of the year at Salamanz Dining Hall. Winners should go to the food service area to receive their prizes.

First Place: Erma Fisheye - "Visions Beyond Reality"

Second Place: Nick Medynski - "Portrait of Brown 25"

Third Place: George Dooley - "George's Tunnel of Love"

The Bryant College Stock Exchange closed with a staggering 50 point decline last night in the dormitory anew for the season. Speculators from all over the country are flocking to play in the future's markets of these battered stocks. Professor Nefron Hortonschelp, a noted economist from the University of Mars, cited Pre-registration as the only possible motive for students jumping in white robes from the top of the dorms. This behavior, coupled with the persisted use of Bryant Stock for kite tails, seems to reflect a lack of confidence in the school's future. Professor Hortonschelp, working closely with THE ARCHWAY investment staff, has compiled the following reasons for the decline in the 11 Cow Bones Industrials:

Security.../27. "This major drop in the price of the Security Stock is attributable mostly to the rumors that the Security force is being fitted for skirts to better conform to their image on campus and of an extortion racket involving a $5 charge for lockers.

Maintenance.../15. "This is the third time Maintenance has lost one fifth this week. Rumor has it that the facts are coming from Bay Zilin's office."

Business Affairs.../4. Futures in this stock look promising as there is plenty of room for expansion. KSM Productions has expressed interest in the Business Office as a possible site for their next concert. KSM officials have observed, "It can seat more people than the Gym."

Accounting Dept.../13. "This major decline stems directly from the fact that the Accounting Department is offering no courses needed by anybody next semester."

Economics Dept.../12. "The Economics Department is in mourning over the surprise suicide of Brian Guck. Mr. Guck viciously took his own life by eating 10 plates of Beef Ragout. His note cited the 20 point drop in Masco Corp. as the only reason."

Carol&Baby Enterprises.../3. "This is the third time this week Carol&Baby Enterprises had gone down. When asked if the quality of the resumes was the cause of the frequent declines, Carol&Baby replied, "No, I just enjoy it."

Marketing.../4. "Successive declines are attributable to the lack of teacher involvement most notably apparent in the lack of their attendance."

Management.../9. "Little change is the pattern of this dog. Staff and students are still uninformed as to the whereabouts of Fred Stern. The marketing club will begin distributing "Where is F. T. Stern?" T-Shirts in the Rotunda next week."

Archway.../20. "This major drop in the quality of THE ARCHWAY is attributable mostly to the mental deterioration of the staff. Cages for THE ARCHWAY editorial staff have been added to the list of new infrastructure renovations."
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Glass Recycling Revitalized

by Doug Stone

HOW MUCH have we saved? Our trip has been long and arduous, but I can confidently say that we have dropped off considerably from last year's final standings. What happened? Here's a complete list of dorm leaders: 137,12,10,6, 9,1,4,2,5,3,11,and 8. Overall though, there are no spots have been approved for barrels in the Utility Room and we are still awaiting construction of a curtain to assure a continued hard-to-spot game. I might be able to handle this ourselves, but I'll keep you filled in.

The barrels still impress me and I never dreamed that someone could say, "I knew someone. UGH! OWN! You have probably noticed that we have restructured the program to be more explanatory, but there is one thing you might not have noticed. That is that the color of the letters are over school colors (Black & Yellow). This of course made possible through the Ecology Action Committee, which took it upon itself to re-label the barrels. This organization has many other related activities in the works and could you please feel free to drop in at a meeting any Wednesday at 3:15 p.m. in the Student Center. Mark your calendar!

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize how easy it is to recycle glass. What my suitemates do is place all their glass in a box out in the suite. When the box is full, they take it to the laundry room. As a result, they empty the trash and clean the suite. I remember, the only thing you must do to the glass is mark it with a "REC" and you can stop it in it. Is it easy? So if you aren't saving, we could use your help in surpassing last year's total.

Academic Vice President Receives Humanity Award for Academic Excellence

A Bryant high administrative official was decorated and honored by the College Resourceful Academic Promotion Society (C.R.A.P.S.). Vice President Mollie Smith was decorated and honored by the College in accepting and otherwise taking credit for the presentation of the award.

The College, especially Mollie Smith, was decorated and honored by the College for the presentation of the award. Mollie Smith, was decorated and honored by the College in accepting and otherwise taking credit for the presentation of the award.

International "Slow" Races to be at Bryant

Bryant will host the Fourth Annual Slow Races these next few weeks. After scanning the country, officials decided that Bryant would be the perfect spot since "the conditions are always right and the specters are experienced and excited to be here." Slow races basically involve a group of people collectively putting their hands behind their backs and tucking them to the side. The group must then move in a straight line in a way that makes the participants look as if they are running.

Tactics vary and the imagination of the players becomes an important aspect in determining who wins. The players must use logic to decide who is the slowest.

This exciting event will run from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and should be watched very carefully if proper judging is to be done.
Train By Night!
(or during vacations)

Now you can obtain your doctorate in only three weeks and get a suntan at the same time. With this amazing offer, anyone with a Masters or a lot of B.S. Degrees can have an official P.H.D. University Doctorate Degree. We are an accredited paper mill and will "grease" you out a degree no matter what shape you're in. Just fill out the coupon below and mail to:
P.H.D. University
Coconut City
Sunshine State, U.S.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
Degree Desired: ____________________
Current Salary: ____________________

Mickey Perlow Resigns
Mickey Perlow announced his resignation today to become a parimutual clerk at Newport Jai- Lai. Perlow, who spends six out of seven nights there anyhow, said that "since he's there so much, he might as well get paid for it." Perlow, who is reportedly $250.00 in debt, stated that he will work at McDonald's during the day to help pay his dog through degree college.

FRIDAY APRIL 1
HAPPY HOUR
3 - 6
SCHLITZ 25¢
HEINEKEN 55¢
MIXED DRINKS
6 - 1
ONLY 85¢
FREE MUNCHIES

JELLY BEAN CONTEST
guess how many jelly beans are in a Schlitz pitcher and win a pitcher of Schlitz every night for a week.
**THE ARCHWAY**

**April 1, 1977**

**“Ask Lucky”?**

by Lucky

Pierre

Garbage bags tied to them and handball courts could be built in the basement. More locks would be needed and then Security could really clean up! The Bryant Astrodome could sponsor nightly softball games and the halls would be great for archery contests. What a concept! Let’s do it. A solution to end all problems with the gym. We could make millions. This way the gym could be used for speakers and large classes and concerts and all those fun things we can’t fit in the Student Center. I’ll work on this a little more and get back to you in a few weeks. But until then, don’t despair, this could be the greatest thing since the invention of organized crime. YO HO!

**Lucky**

With the campus running out of electricity and the pipes not being able to supply water, I am sitting here wondering what will go next: hopefully the big office in the sky (or the office that has so much room that privileged parking is going to be allowed starting Monday). I hope the lack of electricity and water will not hurt the morale (morals? do we have any here?) of the troops in certain areas. Let me get more specific.

I shutter to think that the post office would curtail service, but what would happen if it did? How could I digest my shambled eggs without reading my Saturday morning mail (which includes threatening letters from Security, budget cuts and junk memos which are quantitative). The shambled eggs are so dry and when mixed with greased pancake and pork that still has the hair on it, will produce an alka-seltzer break. But without crafty correspondences the meal might be an adventure in swimming.

Seriously, Lucky, why do we have so many service interruptions? Doesn’t anyone pay the bills? If not, what do they do?

**Howdy Inna**

I.N. Convenienced

You’re really out of it. How do you expect us to do all this work when we are busy pawning an office. Just because the grass is greener on the other side, doesn’t mean it is way around the corner (the only grass we see is dried up in ash trays of places we don’t talk or know about). But seriously, what would we do without our B.A. buddies?

**Dear Lucky**

I am glad to see that the Beatles are coming to Bryant. I hope that Sgt. Pepper is touring with them so that he can bring his Lonely Hearts Club to relieve the amount of dorm tension. We have so many drafty people sitting in cold offices that I wonder if we could get Schlitz to pour out of the walls. With all of the leaks here this would prove to be impractical as it would remind you of the dome.

Seriously, how do we follow the Harry Chapin act? This show was enjoyed by all, including the “people” that enjoyed the buffet while the show was being done. Good thing we had security and police, otherwise there would have been leftovers. And what a help maintenance was cleaning up. Who will play at Spring Weekend?

**Dear Fanny**

Reading your horoscope is not easy. You must be creative...you read in verse. Here’s what I see:

**What little gem will be offered by K.S.M.**

We have seen Chapin and he left us gapto!

Signed,

Remember the Madhouse Company of London?

Nobody will forget R.E.O. Speedwagon!

Stay away from the hangman’s tree.

you’re the last one left from the big three

As far as Spring Weekend goes,

nobody really knows (pray it’s not Stoned Hede.)

**MOVIES FOR THE WEEK**

The following movie film festival will be held in the Auditorium this week. The movies will include:

**One Flew Over the Unstructure**

Chainsaw Vasectomy

Pledging Deviants

Greeks in Love (all male cast)

I Was A Teenage Administrator
Discover first major issue - 
Advance 2 spaces

Join S.A.C. - Advance 1

Get personal secretary - Advance 1 space

Caught off guard - lose a turn

Know what not to say - 
Receive key to Administrative gym

Meet CAJ -
Leaders' Game

...and you thought you could cruise in for a quick game of golf, well, you're stuck here for four of the best years of your life. Well, it's not all fun and games for everyone, but you may as well make the best of it anyway.

This game is a challenge. It usually takes years to complete (never mind winning). The 'men' consist of the following: a crumpled parking ticket, an old bursars' receipt, and a spoon from the cafeteria. The person who goes first is the one with the highest preregistration number.

Now's your chance to screw your friends, 'plush out' your teachers, and have a ball!! But remember, don't take it seriously, after all, it's a country club. Have fun!!

---

Form new committees and go to as many banquets as possible.

Get elected to position by write-in vote.

Start Here

Bryant Student

You're finished-check gas

You're stations for jobs.

End of semester-Receive 1.2 for cum, get blamed for everything and have budget cut in half.

Slip of tongue-receive hassling memos and lose 1 turn.
1977 "Indian Nine"

Kevin Chase is also a freshman. "Chevy," the third member of the "Kiddy Corps," is also a towering right-hander (6'3") who possesses great potential. Kevin has been nursing a stubborn arm so far this spring, but hopefully will come around soon.

Rounding out the roster is sophomore Andy "Duke" Meehan, who can do the job at second, short and center. Tom "Appy" Appleton, a freshman speed demon will give us an edge on the base paths. Allan "A.J." Jones appears to be an excellent backup for Chris Chase and Bill Templeton who has the most potential of the young hurlers.

That is the way the 1977 Indians shape up in the eyes and minds of the coaches. With fifteen of our regular season games scheduled in our own back yard, we hope to fill the stands and baselines with BRYANT FANS to give the players who have worked so hard to provide us with an exciting, winning team SUPPORT!!

Bob Reall Starts Second Season

The busiest man in the Athletic World here at Bryant College is Bob Reall. Coach Reall is in charge of Hockey and Baseball and will be entering his first year as Bryant's head Baseball coach. Recently, Coach Reall was asked about his duties and the Baseball program at Bryant College.

How do you feel about the upcoming baseball season?
Mike's experience and confidence worth 5 wins, then we are 5 and 0 already. Our southern trip will be key to the success of the season. How has training been?
Mike's attitude and confidence have been so good, I can bounce up my schedule and get to work. Has coaching two sports been a difficult task for me? No, I've handled the pressures of putting a new team together. Southern trip will be key to the success of the season. What would you like to do to improve the program?
I feel strongly about the team having an opportunity to go south every year. Also, we need to get a jump on preparing for the season, the trip would serve as a great recruiting tool to attract top caliber players.

The Bryant Athletic world is lucky to have a coach of the caliber of Bob Reall. If he can build the baseball program up like he has done for hockey, the continued p. 25 col. 8

Bryant Recruits New Player

Indian Coach Tom Felicid announced today that the Indians will be playing next year with a new, top rated player. The player, Armondo Guido, is a 6'2" guard from North Providence, Rhode Island, who set numerous high schol records.

Indians Blow U.N.L.V.

Off Court

The Bryant College Indians destroyed the University of Las Vegas last night by a score of 113-84 in the Bryant College gym. According to Coach Tom Felicid, the key to success was playing "O" center Dave Ward at the guard spot. Felicid said that Ward created a tempo in the game that was perfect for the Indians' style of ball. Armondo also played Andre the Indian at the Center spot. The Indians were pleased by the record turnout for the game as 47 spectators showed up. The Indians capped off the fine evening by making three foul shots.

Mets Trade Seaver

The New York Mets traded Tom Seaver to the Los Angeles Dodgers this week for Pepe Mangual and a bat boy. Seaver, who is considered by many as baseball's top hurler, could not be reached for comment. Mangual, who batted .277 last season, drove in 11 runs and had 2 doubles. The bat boy, Phil Rizzi, was able to carry four bats at one time for the Dodgers last season in what many have said was his best year. Phil, who in three must first get permission from his mother.
Spend a Weekend in New York with the
Bryant Women's Association

Bus trip departing from Bryant Campus at 7:30 a.m., April 23.
Arriving in New York at 11:00 a.m.

Bus trip departing from New York at 1:30 p.m., April 24.
Arriving at Bryant Campus at 5 p.m.

Complimentary Coffee at 7:00 a.m.

New York Sheraton
Seventh Avenue at 56th Street
New York City

* $28 per person/Double Occupancy

No Refunds Made After: April 13
Reservation Deadline: April 8

includes round-trip transportation, accommodations, 8 percent New York tax, occupancy charge, and baggage handling.

PLEASE MAIL COUPON WITH CHECK MADE PAYABLE TO BRYANT WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION, Box 3840, Smithfield, RI, 02917.

(We suggest that you make your theater and/or dinner reservations well in advance of the trip. Everyone is welcome.)

Name ___________________________ Phone ___________________________
Address ___________________________ ___________________________

No. of Guests ___________________________ Names ___________________________

Amount enclosed ___________________________ (Please do not send cash through the mail.)

Mahler Sets Record for Mile Run

Keith Mahler set a new world's record for the mile run as he completed the distance in three minutes and twenty-five seconds. Mahler set the record last Friday night as he ran from the gym to his bathroom, when he spotted fire officials inspecting the gym during the Harry Chapin concert last weekend. When reached for comment, Mahler, who was still locked in his bathroom yelling, "Are they gone yet?" would only say that he never expected to see the firemen here because it was too crowded to get them through the door." Keith also mentioned that he hadn't got that much exercise since the time his bank discontinued drive-in windows.

Bryant College Raceway
Nears Completion

Miles of one-lane racing surfaces have been paved throughout the Bryant College campus in preparation for its First Annual Golf Cart Classic. A completion date of April 6 has been announced by Master Howdy Dowdy, Bryant's Special Events Coordinator.

The participants of this gala event will include police chiefs and campus security officials from all over the world. Representing the greatest Bryant area is competition. Bob "Smoky" Lardener, Chetlan and head headhunter of the Famous Bryant Security Patrol (F.B.S.P. for short). Yes folks, the Chief will be racing his "beefed up" AMF Chicken Wagon with all on the floor and room to spare. The Chicken Wagon is really a modified golf cart which was donated by the College when they disbanded their own amateur racing team called the Administrators.

Lardener, who has been recruited from a California Exxon station, has been racing in the amateur circuit for forty-three years. He is believed to be the oldest and still surviving racer in the East.

In preparation for this race, Lardener has been practicing for two years. He can usually be seen driving through the roads between the dorms—pressing his "t-turns" and illegal parking techniques.

Dead Ed's Almanac

by "Dead Ed" Kasimus

The headline for today's article was not changed as an April Fool's joke. It was changed because of threats I received from the ARCHWAY's editor. If I can't come up with accurate predictions for next week, I will be pursued by the ARCHWAY Inquisition. If I am found guilty, they will take away my B.S. (in Bachelor of Science) degree in meteorology. In any event, I don't plan on retiring like James E. Smith did. He was the chief meteorologist for the National Weather Service in Buffalo, New York, who left his job after he got over 140 inches of snow in 45 days.

A spectacular event for which astronomers travel to the far corners of the world to see what will take place on Sunday night, April 3. A solar eclipse will begin at 10:20 EST. Unfortunately, the only vantage point will be on the Moon. All of us here at the Bryant College Country Club will see a partial eclipse of the Moon. YO HO (sorry Lucky). Only 20 percent of the Moon will be eclipsed with the maximum occurring at 11:18 P.M. and ending at 12:06 a.m. Monday. Occurring simultaneously with the eclipse will be an earthquake. Provost said on a historical AVERAGE, gets a jolt strong enough to cause structural damage every 82 years. The last one was in 1817 which means this one will have to make up for the one we missed in 1960. It should take place near the mid-point of the eclipse.

Long-Range Forecast—April 1-6

People have come to me asking where I get my information from. It depends. Most of my facts come from other competitive almanacs, magazines, and newspapers. I make up the long-range forecast of the top of my head. That is why I'm wrong more often than I'm right.

Meteorologists have a hard time predicting the weather accurately for 24 hours in advance. They have satellite photos, weather computers, radar, radiosonde, computers, weather maps, and other instruments to go along with their years of studying. My only equipment consists of an inaccurate barometer, an outside thermometer, my SC161 textbook and most important of all—good imagination.

Try predicting the weather for a week, a week and a half ahead of time under these conditions. Your guess will be as good as mine. New England is the only place where if you don't like the weather wait a while, it'll change. So guess a wide variety of weather: blizzards, heat waves, hail, rain, fog, temperature inversions, and sunshine. I do. The only thing you can be sure of is that each day will have over 12 hours of daylight followed by less than 12 hours of darkness, unless of course, it's cloudy.

Full Moon: It hasn't been full since July 20, 1969

Average length of days for the week: 23 hours, 58 minutes

Morning stars: The Sun, fall, and winter constellations

Evening stars: Spring and summer constellations

Finally, let me clarify a major misconception. If you think that the summer is caused by the Sun going down, YOU'RE CONFUSED! The horizon is moving up.

April 1, 1977
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Remember Last Friday When
the Campus Was Dark?

The Country omfort
Still Had Power
electricity - another service of BRYCOL
Bryant Keglers Go to Finals

The Bryant Keglers will be going to the final round of the New England Regional Tapp Kegga Tournament to be held next week at Fitchburg State College in Fitchburg, Mass. In semifinal action, Bryant defeated Northeastern last weekend in Boston.

The team, led by Captain Nick Erbocker drank five kegs of beer in record time of 19 hours, 23 minutes, which defeated last year's champs by two hours. According to Captain Erbocker, the victory wasn't a sobering experience. Just before he passed out, Nick said "I knew we'd guzzle our way to the top."

The Country Comfort
Is Now Offering
A Meal Plan For
Resident Students
real food - another service of BRYCOL

STUCK WITH NO WHEELS?
We've got a new deal for you!

The Chopmist Hill Inn in Scituate provides bus transportation for an evening of dancing and drinking for only $2.00 (no cover charge)

Dance to the Music of GOLD RUSH - Sunday, April 3 and
THE BEGINNINGS - Thursday, April 7

Every Friday and every other Thursday, dance to the music of THE OTHER HALF

Bus Schedule
Leave: 8:00 p.m. Return: 1:00 a.m.
Leave: 9:00 p.m. Return: 1:45 a.m.

We Do The Driving, You Do The Dancing!